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ABSTRACT

Structures under repetitive or cyclic loading are prone to have damages or cracks due

to fatigue. Crack identification of such structures while under operational loading is a

challenging task in the field of structural health monitoring (SHM). Fatigue state or fatigue

life cycle assessment (LCA) of a structure is therefore updated by monitoring strains from

so-called hotspot locations that are identified from the numerical modeling. The current

paper considers different techniques for crack monitoring. The considered measurement

systems are (1) strain gauges and fiber Bragg grating sensors which can monitor strains

locally, (2) a crack sensor that monitors the crack growth and (3) a 3D white light scanning

system which is capable of measuring displacements from a partial domain. Among these

three systems, the first two work in the presented study as a continuous monitoring system

and the latter will validate the performance of the first one as well as the validation of the

numerical modeling with respect to hotspot identification. The laboratory test considers

a replica of 1:1 scale of a railway bridge gusset plate which has developed some fatigue

damages under service loading. The test gusset plate has been mounted on a test stand

in the laboratory to form the crack to represent the real damage. The measurements

are carried out till the crack reaches a specific length for further life cycle investigation.

Finally, the results obtained by means of different measurement systems are compared

and discussed within the scope of life-cycle analyses.

KEYWORDS : crack monitoring, fatigue monitoring, electrical strain gauges, FBG,

white light scanning, life cycle assessment

INTRODUCTION

Fatigue is a localized progressive process in which structural damage accumulates continuously due

to the repetitive application of external loading that leads to complete fracture of the structure [10].

Among civil engineering structures, fatigue is commonly observed in steel railway bridges due to

cyclic and random operational loading. Estimating the remaining operational fatigue life of the struc-

ture is a challenging task. Therefore, the performance of these kinds of structures has to be assessed

during the entire service life which in turn requires long-term monitoring. However, constant and

long-term monitoring, especially for large structures, is very expensive and can be troublesome with

respect to data storage and data assessment [9]. The expenses of maintaining monitoring systems can

be compensated by making laboratory experiments of fatigue where the test prototype will represent

the damage state of the real structure. The numerical model representing the damage state would be

updated based on the experimental outcomes which essentially can be used for the future damage

prediction.

One of the strongest motivations to use numerical models is to obtain the stress information using

finite element analysis. The locations of a structure those show stress concentration due to varying
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loads and geometrical conditions are called the hotspots. Using hotspots for fatigue analysis is a

growing interest among researchers in this direction. However, hotspots identified by finite element

analysis (FEA) are required to be validated by means of experiments. Instrumenting the structure with

conventional electrical strain gauges is often not adequate to validate the hotspots locations identified

by FEA since a strain gauge can monitor the strains locally. Additional measurement techniques

which are capable of measuring the strain values all over the domain to validate the outcomes from

FEA are therefore required. To obtain the information of displacement level over the whole domain, a

3D white light scanning system can be used. The experiment with 3D scanning system is performed

under static loading due to the preparation it requires before each loading step. This hinders to use

this measurement technique under dynamic loading. In addition to these two monitoring systems, fiber

Bragg grating (FBG) sensors can also be used, where the outcomes can be compared with the electrical

strain gauges. Strains obtained from electrical strain gauges, FBGs as well as from numerical model

under the static loading are compared to validate or to update the locations of identified hotspots.

In addition to the strain measurement scheme, the furthermore interest is to monitor the length of

the crack and it’s development. A dynamic test is performed till the crack reaches a specific length. A

special crack sensor has been developed to monitor the crack length as well as the number of loading

cycles required to reach the specified length of the crack. The test specimen has been equipped with

all the mentioned measuring systems before performing the test.

1. CASE STUDY

Observation of the crack propagation and obtaining the strain histories of the gusset plate are the core

tasks of this paper. To represent the real stress histories of the plate to the experiment, the plate has

been mounted on a test stand. To simplify the representation the plate has been rotated in such a way

that the force can be applied vertically. The dimension of the gusset plate is 500 X 615 X 12mm.

The left side of the plate is supported on an IPE 330 X 536 section providing the support of the plate.

Loading is applied to the right side of the plate ensuring the out of plane bending moment being

the governing stress generator in the structure. Fig.1 shows the test set up of the gusset plate in the

laboratory.

10
00

load

support

specimen

(a) (b)

Fig. 1. The laboratory test setup of the bridge gusset plate

1.1 Numerical model

The numerical modeling step consists of two phases: (a) model with no crack and (b) model with

different lengths of cracks. Fig.2 shows the numerical model of the whole test setup, where the model

contains a crack in the plate starting next to the IPE which is considered progressing upward. For

simplification of the model, the bolts are not modeled. Since the bolts are mainly located on the left
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Fig. 2. Three different types of elements are used for modeling the crack tip in 3D numerical model containing crack. [12]

side of the plate to fix it with the IPE section and also on the lower flange on the right side, both

locations are less likely to produce strain concentration and also would not impair the strain histories

in other locations.

A variety of solid elements is used from finite element package Ansys [1] to model the geometry

and crack. 15-noded wedge/singular elements are used adjacent to a crack tip. The feature of this

singular element is to collapse the side nodes at quarter points which allow the element to reproduce

the theoretical 1√
r

stress distribution. Eighteen of such wedge elements or crack-front elements are

used circumferentially around the crack tip. The crack-front elements are surrounded by ‘rings’ of

20-noded brick elements, in this case, nine rings are used. The remaining bulk of elements is modeled

with 10-noded tetrahedral elements. Details about feature of 3D crack modeling can be obtained from

numerous sources [2, 8, 12, 13]. To observe the effects of different cracks on the strain histories, the

cracked numerical model has been parameterized such that the model can be designed based on given

any length/size, orientation or/and initiation location of the crack.

1.2 hotspot identification

According to [11], a hotspot is a location where considerable plastic deformation occurs before crack

initiation. Identification of hotspot is a challenging but important task for fatigue assessment. Depend-

ing on the hotspot locations and its severity, the life cycle assessment of structure for fatigue varies.

Structures without visible or identifiable cracks may consider hotspot stress S-N curve fatigue analysis

supported by efficient numerical modeling. However, if cracks are existing in the structure, the fatigue

analysis should be followed by damage tolerance method or linear fracture based fatigue crack growth

method. Instrumentation scheme for the structures which can withstand fracture till serviceability

limit has nontrivial amount of solutions.

Table 1 shows the distribution of strains εx and εy in the whole model. Three different stages of

the structure have been considered for the illustration: (a) uncracked model i.e., structure without any

crack or damage, (b) structure with a crack length of 20 mm and (c) structure with a crack length of

100 mm. The figures from Table 1 illustrate the pattern of the stress concentration of the structure

with changing damage state. The highest stress concentrated location from the undamaged model

is considered as the crack initiation location in the damaged model. However, the experiment will

validate the proper crack initiation location and therefore can be updated. Stress concentration pattern

in the undamaged model is similar to the ones from the damaged models. Since the loading is out of

plane bending and the plate is fixed supported, the location of high-stress location is just next to the

support which is evident. Under constant and repetitive loading a crack would likely to form at this

location. Considering two scenarios, where the crack is reached to 20 mm and then successively to

100 mm, the stress distribution patterns are varying from the undamaged model. The high amount of

stress is concentrated at the crack tip compared to the rest of the domain in both damaged models.



Numerical Model Elastic strain, εx
Elastic strain, εy

a) Uncracked model

b) Crack length = 20mm

c) Crack length = 100mm

Table 1: Strain concentration over the domain in different stages of the damage in the structure are shown under 7.5 KN

loading. For the damaged models, the crack is oriented 1◦. The legend scale is kept same for both the 20 mm and the 100

mm crack models to show the comparative changes in strains over the domain.



1.3 Proposed sensor locations
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Fig. 3. Proposed scheme for the sensor location : (a) Strain gauges installed in X and Y directions are labeled as X1, X2

and Y 1, Y 2, Y 3 respectively and placed in the hotspots identified from numerical modeling, except Y 3. Y 3 strain gauge is

installed on the front side of the plate, just above the loading box, to obtain the information of strain next to loading. Strain

gauges Y 1 and Y 2 are installed in the back side of the plate. Rosettes, R1 and R2, are installed next to support. FBGs are

installed where the strain values are expected to be relatively lower compared to strains from identified hotspot locations,

(b) The crack sensor in green color containing sixteen wires. The wire to wire distance is 1 cm, where the first wire starts

with a 2 mm edge shift, (c) The white area painted for 3D laser scanner to obtain the displacement information.

Based on the outcomes from damaged and non-damaged state of the numerical models, sensors

are suggested to install :

1. in identified hotspot locations to obtain the histories of changes in strains in these locations with

damage propagation,
2. in less sensitive locations to evaluate the robustness of crack detection methodologies for further

investigation and
3. next to loading to obtain the experimental loading pattern for numerical model validation.

Fig.3(a) shows the proposed sensor location which involves 1D strain gauges, 3D rosettes, and

fiber Bragg sensors. Unidirectional strain gauges of HBM series LY1x [7] are installed in the locations

where strains in one direction are governing than the other direction. In contrary to that rosette strain

gauges of HBM series RY9x [7] are installed in the locations where strains in both directions are

considerable. Fiber Bragg sensors are however installed in such a way that:

1. they can measure the strains from the locations where the strain variations are not very high,
2. the changes in strains are less sensitive with crack propagation compared to those in hotspots,
3. and can support the strain values from at least two or more unidirectional and rosette strain

gauges.

The fiber Bragg grating chain of 5 DTGs (Draw Tower Grating) [5] have been used where the

fiber came with omcer coating making the DTGs very suitable for strain measurements [6]. In parallel

to these conventional measuring systems, an advanced system like laser scanner has also been used to

compare the outcomes of different monitoring systems. For digitizing the geometry and displacement

field around a certain section of the plate, a 3D laser scanner named zSnapper portable from Vialux

has been used which comes with a great number of features [14]. The location for the digitization of

the displacement field is shown in Fig.3(c).



Numerical model Experiment: Propose sensor location

Model without crack Models with cracks

Perform Static test2

hotspot identification

Verification

hotspot identification

hotspot location match?

Update

Terminate Test

Yes

Crack = 2mm?
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Perform Fatigue test1

Continue Fatigue test
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No (Strain Gauges, FBG, 3D scanner)

(Strain Gauges, FBG, Crack sensor)

1. Fatigue test: both for strain and crack monitoring

2. Static test: only for strain monitoring

Fig. 4. Flowchart of the numerical and experimental setup for the proposed fatigue analysis to obtain crack propagation

information with the loading cycles and as well to obtain the strain histories from the stress concentrated areas, hotspots.

The final crack length, a f , to terminate the fatigue test will depend on the crack orientation. See details in section1.3

Table 2 lists all the installed sensors with the locations, see Fig.3(a) for the coordinate defini-

tion. For monitoring of the crack propagation, a crack sensor has been developed which is shown in

Fig.3(b). The sensor consists of equally spaced 16 wires where the spacing from wire to wire is 1 cm.

In uncracked condition, while the structure is under loading, the wires transmit voltages to a certain

level. When the crack arrives at the first wire, the wire loses its connection which eventually drops

the voltage below a set threshold. The number of loading cycles to reach this crack length then can

be noted from the loading device. The procedure continues till the crack reaches to a certain distance.

The maximum crack length can be measured by this instrumentation is 16.2 cm, since the first wire

is set 2 mm from the edge of the plate. At the end of the experiment the crack length and associated

loading cycles should be obtained for further analysis.

Fig.4 gives an overview of the proposed experiment campaign which involves the phases of nu-

merical and experimental validation through the required static and fatigue loading.

Table 2: Description of the installed sensors in the plate

Sensor Number Sensor Type Sensor Name Location in local coordinates

X [mm] Y [mm] Z [mm]

1 Strain gauge X1 X1 130 90 57

2 Strain gauge Y1 Y1 175 0 45

3 Strain gauge X2 X2 160 130 57

4 Strain gauge Y2 Y2 175 155 45

5 Strain gauge Y3 Y3 565 120 57

6 Fiber Bragg Grating 1 FBG 1 145 454 57

7 Fiber Bragg Grating 2 FBG 2 190 490 57

8 Fiber Bragg Grating 3 FBG 3 270 490 57

9 Fiber Bragg Grating 4 FBG 4 350 490 57

10 Fiber Bragg Grating 5 FBG 5 209 130 57

11 Rosette 1 R1 160 425 57

12 Rosette 2 R2 160 170 57
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Fig. 5. Numerical strain at the proposed sensor locations with crack length varying from 0 mm to 140 mm

The strains in X and Y directions obtained from numerical models with different crack lengths

in the proposed sensor locations are presented in Fig.5. In general, the strains increase in X direction

and decrease in Y direction with the increment in crack length. The strains in X direction are much

higher than the strains in Y direction. Sensor locations from 1 to 4, 10 and 12 are the most sensitive

to crack propagation, whereas the least sensitive ones are the sensor locations from 5 to 9. Therefore,

unidirectional strain gauges are installed in locations 1 to 4 and FBGs are installed in locations 6 to 9.

The exceptions were: sensor location 5, which is sensor Y3 to measure the strain next to loading and

sensor location 10, which is sensor FBG5 to measure strain next to other unidirectional strain gauges

and rosettes to compare the strain values from different measurement systems.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The fatigue test is conducted under a repetitive cyclic loading. The loading is ranged from minimum

1000 N to maximum 7000 N with a loading frequency of 2 Hz. When the crack reached to the first

wire of the crack sensor or the crack length is about 2 mm, the fatigue test has been paused to perform

the static test. The 3D light scanner test would take place during the static test. The loading scheme

for static test is followed by a gradually increased ramp loading. Both static and fatigue test loading

scheme have been shown in Fig.6. It is noted here that the purpose of performing the test under static

loading is two-folded: (a) to validate the numerical model and (b) to perform 3D scanner test along

with conventional strain measurements. Outcomes from the static loading will validate the locations

of hotspots obtained from the numerical model, and after updating the instrumentation scheme based

on the requirements, the fatigue loading is again continued.
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Fig. 6. Loading scheme for static test (left) and fatigue test (right)
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Fig. 7. Strains obtained from different measuring techniques are plotted in this figure where: ros = Rosette (blue lines), sg

= Strain gauge (red lines), FBG = Fiber Bragg Grating sensor (grey lines), Exp = Experiment and Num = Numerical. For

experimental strain, straight line (-) and dashed line (- -) represents εx,experiment and εy,experiment , whereas for numerical

strains, straight line (- o) and dashed line (- - ♦) represents εx,numerical and εy,numerical , respectively. A third direction for

rosette, which is in 45◦ angle, the strains are represented with dash-dot line (- .)
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section perpendicular to the plate support passing through a bolt

3. RESULTS

After approximately 2.5 million cycles of fatigue loading, the crack appeared in the test set up exactly

in the location identified from uncracked numerical model prior to test begin. This outcome partially

validates the numerical model with respect to the hotspot identification and fully validates the location

to install the crack monitoring sensor. The static test has been performed after pausing the fatigue

loading in this stage. Fig.7 shows the strains obtained from the different measurement techniques

and their comparison under the static loading. The highest strains εy in Y direction are obtained from

the strain gauge Y1 which is located behind the plate and is an identified hotspot from the numerical

model, see Fig.7(c). The highest strains εx in X direction are obtained from FBG 5, see Fig.7(d).

The strain histories obtained from all the sensors, in general, indicate that under the given loading

condition, the plate is elongating in the X direction and shortening in the Y direction, except the

sensor Y 1. This is also supported by the strains obtained from the FBGs, see Fig.7(d). Fig.7(e) and

(f) show the comparison of the nearly closed two sensors. This shows a very good agreement between

the strains obtained from rosettes and FBGs.

However, the experimental strains, in general, are 3−4 times higher compared to the numerical

strains. Fig.7(h) and (i) show a comparison between numerical and experimental strains obtained from

the strain gauges Y1 and Y3 respectively. Since the strain gauge Y3 is installed next to the loading

box, the strain pattern from this sensor will reflect the real loading pattern in the experiment. The

ramp loading used for the static test is modeled as pure compression loading on the loading box which

essentially creates some out of plane bending state in the numerical model due to the location of the

loading box. However, the strain pattern from strain gauge Y3 strongly indicates a phase shift of

the loading. It also suggests that the experimental loading has been amplified by the factor of 3− 4.

The reason for such amplification in strains could be due to the experimental loading device which

required some mechanical control to generate a smooth loading pattern during the experiment, and by

performing so the device generated the load with an angle to the loading box. This might have caused

the differences in the experimental and numerical strains. The numerical loading therefore required to

be updated for further analysis.

The motivation to install the FBGs in relatively lower stressed locations is to observe the changes

in strains and therefore to measure the possibilities of identifying damage with strains from such

locations. Fig.7(i) shows the histories of strains from FBG1 while the plate was under fatigue loading

before performing the static loading. These measurements have been obtained in successive five days.

FBG1 (sensor 6) is located where the response due to crack increment is minimal among the installed



sensors, both in X and Y direction, see Fig.5. However, the changes in strains are observed with

increasing loading cycles during the fatigue loading performance. The result indicates that the changes

in strains are also observable in such locations and therefore might be considered for the damage

prognosis analysis. Fig.8 shows the 3D displacement state of a partially painted area, while the plate

was under ramp loading of 7.5 KN. Since the technique gives the information of displacement, a direct

comparison at this stage of the experiment is not possible with the other techniques. The numerical

model still requires thorough validations with respect to loading, the comparison will only be possible

afterward.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This paper presents a monitoring approach for fatigue assessment of a railway bridge gusset plate con-

sidering the validation and verification of numerical modeling and different approaches to laboratory

testing. The hotspots identified from the numerical model have been validated with the experimental

results since the crack appeared exactly in the same location in both cases. The outcomes from differ-

ent measurement systems under the static loading are compared and it shows a very good agreement

among the installed different types of sensors. The importance to install sensors in the least sensitive

locations and in close to the loading locations are explained. At the current stage of the experiment,

the validation of the numerical model with the outcomes of the static test from different measurement

systems is required for further fatigue investigation based on [3, 4]. After updating the numerical

model, the fatigue loading will continue till the crack reaches a specific length. The damage propa-

gation rate of the experimental model will thereafter help to select the most appropriate fatigue crack

growth model for a real structure.
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